SUMMARY CHAPTER 2

Key Points in Chapter 2:

Chapter 2 has applied all the Tools and Panels you were introduced to in Chapter 1. We have created two simple styles and have been introduced in more detail to some of the panels and tools.

To summarise:

1. You have scanned the croquis and you were introduced to the Layers panel
2. You have created a simple dress shape
3. You have learned how to work with separate dress components when you created the sleeve
4. You have divided the dress shape
5. You have reflected the shape and joined the shape
6. You have applied colour and changed stroke size
7. You have applied the different Pen Tool options such as: Add Anchor Point and Convert Anchor Point
8. You were introduced to the Line Segment Tool and applied this appropriately
9. You have learned how to create dashed lines
10. Once the dress was complete you copied it and used the same style to create a new style
11. You learned the importance of planning your styling and how helpful correct processes can be: such as shaping a neck line from the centre
12. The Pathfinder Panel was applied to both creating one shape from multiple shapes and also dividing the shape.
13. Here you were also introduced to the different screen view options, such as the ‘Outline View’
14. In the raglan dress you learned how to create binding and to draw and blend buttons
15. You created both front and back views
16. You used the layers panels to change colours on the black and white raglan dress
17. Finally you have exported the black and white dress to a JPEG format and saved it in your file